The Wave

Data Centre - Case Study

Project Overview
DataTech was looking for an innovative design
and energy solution for their brand new data
centre, consisting of approximately 200,000
SQFT of cladding and windows. They were
delighted when they discovered Mitrex and its
highly customizable and highly
energy-efficient solar technologies. DataTech's
architects collaborated with Mitrex to create an
exterior wall that resembles a tranquil ocean,
representing the vast ocean of human
knowledge stored within the building.
Mitrex engineers provided a complete analysis
of BIPV cladding, windows and rooftop solar

panels based on the building design drawings.
This analysis was comprehensive and included
the building's maximum energy output over its
lifetime based on colour, texture, geographical
location, elevation, and weather patterns while
also accounting for future developments.
Due to the rooftop solar panels, solar glass, and
customizable solar cladding, DataTech created a
power generating and distinctive design for
what would have otherwise been a dull-looking
building.
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Cost & Revenue Analysis
AVERAGE
MARKET PRICE

MITREX POWER
AGREEMENT
(MPA)

DIRECT PURCHASE
AGREEMENT
(DPA)

Solar Cladding

$7.20 M

$6.08 M

$8.80 M

Solar Windows

$1.62 M

$1.50 M

$1.80 M

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$9.07 M

$7.83 M

$10.85 M

Total Investment

-

$-1.24 M
In Savings

$1.78 M

Electricity Revenue
($) Over 30 Years

-

$986.400

$5.15 M

System Size (kW)

-

1,470

1,470

ROI

-

Infinity

290%

Solar Panels
Total Cost

Conclusion:
DataTech was pleased with the design aspect of
their collaboration, and they were ecstatic about
the incredible cost savings on materials and
energy. Mitrex offers its clients two purchase
options. Clients may either select the MPA
(Mitrex Power Agreement) to purchase
materials at a below-market price and
purchase electricity from Mitrex at a
discounted rate. Or with DPA (Direct Purchase
Agreement), they may buy the materials at a
higher market price while owning the
building's energy. While MPA offered excellent
upfront savings of $1.2 million along with
electricity revenue of almost $986,000 over 30
years, DataTech selected to invest in the DPA
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option. The DPA option will allow DataTech to
achieve an ROI of 290% over The Wave’s lifespan,
earning approximately $5 million in electricity
revenue. In addition, the buidling was
transformed into a microgrid that generates
clean electricity, offsetting the reliance on
energy from the high-carbon grid.
Additionally, DataTech was able to claim a
value of almost $9 million of tax savings in the
first year of The Wave’s operation. Thanks to
Mitrex solar technology, the energy generation
of the building is the equivalent to planting 14
million trees and enough to make a powerful
difference in energy savings for DataTech.
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